Integrated, smart and mobile-enabled inspection management system
ELECTRONIC ARCHIVE

Creation, automation, management, search and retrieval of Digitized Documents
CUSTOMIZED INSPECTION WORKFLOWS

A streamlined and simplified process for scheduling, recording, reporting and approvals of Inspections and Documents with Digital Signatures.
SMART TOOLS

- Field Data Collection
- Evidence Capturing
- Effective Decision Making
- Reporting
- Data Management
COMPLIANCE AND ADHERENCE TO STANDARDS

Ensure alignment with the ISO guidelines, multi-lingual support for Thai and English Language content
Our recommendation is to integrate richer UI/UX to ensure adoption and ease of use among the intended targeted audience of the system.
IN-APP NOTIFICATIONS AND ALERTS

including email Notifications and SOS triggers
REPORTING AND MIS

With automated monthly reports configuration including KPIs with usage metrics, violation memos by industry, departments or users, actions completed with open-close metrics, and other key management dashboards.
FEATURES

- Mobile and web Solution
- GPS/Geo-location Mapping
- Integrated Content Management System
- User Management and Access Privileges
- Custom Notifications and Alerts
- Integrated Analytics and Events Dashboard
- Leverage in-device Camera and Messaging
- Modular top-up features on-demand
- Cross-browser, Cross Platform and cross-device compatible
- Multi-Site and Multi-lingual support
- Customisable Site Manager and Site Owner Dashboard
Smart Inspection Management System

WORKFLOW

➢ Reports
➢ Alert & Notifications

HISTORIC DATA (DATA ARCHIVING)

DATABASE

FIELD DATA

MANAGEMENT

www.Trideltechnologies.com
APPROACH - DELIVERY METHODOLOGY

**Define Process Workflows**
- Define the goals, objectives and vision for an organization-wide Inspection process

**Identify key stakeholders and define user journeys to deliver optimal user experience**

**Define User Roles and Journeys**
- Define the goals, objectives and vision for an organization-wide Inspection process

**Flexi-Agile Development**
- Configuration of Inspection modules

**Define process for mobile notifications and associated workflows with user validations**

**Mobile APIs and App Interactions**
- Mobile APIs and App Interactions with real-time reporting

**User Adoption and Analytics**
DEPLOYMENT

- CLOUD
- On-Premises